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ABSTRACT The electrophysiology of b-cells is at the origin of insulin secretion. b-Cells exhibit a complex behavior upon stim-
ulation with glucose including repeated bursts and continuous spiking. Mathematical modeling is most suitable to improve knowl-
edge about the function of various transmembrane currents provided the model is based on reliable data. This is the ﬁrst attempt
to build a mathematical model for the b-cell electrophysiology in a bottom-up approach that relies on single protein conductance
data. The results of previous whole-cell-based models are reconsidered. The full simulation including all prominent transmem-
brane proteins in b-cells is used to provide a functional interpretation of their role in b-cell bursting and an updated vantage point
of b-cell electrophysiology. As a result of a number of in silico knock-out and block experiments the novel model makes some un-
expected predictions: single-channel conductance data imply that large-conductance calcium-gated potassium currents acquire
the potential of driving oscillations at supralarge glucose levels. A more complex burst interruption model is presented. It also turns
out that, depending on the species, sodium currents may be more relevant than considered so far. Experiments are proposed to
verify these predictions.
INTRODUCTION
The electrophysiology of b-cells is most relevant for under-
standing possible regulatory targets of insulin secretion. Exo-
cytosis of insulin-loaded granules is, among others, governed
by intracellular calcium signaling. Calcium dynamics exhib-
its very speciﬁc patterns in reaction to increased glucose con-
centrations that include repeated bursting of the membrane
potential. Bursting denotes oscillations of action potential-
like depolarizations, which are regularly interrupted and set
in again after a phase of silence. Thus, oscillations occur on
two distinct timescales: Fast oscillation of the membrane po-
tential on the scale of 100 ms and slow oscillations of intra-
cellular calcium on the timescale of 10 (seconds to minutes),
i.e., in the rhythm of the repetition of burst events.
In a minimal model of membrane potential oscillations (1)
it was found that an activation delay between voltage-gated
potassium and calcium channels gives rise to this bursting be-
havior. Sodium, the major player in neurons, is generally be-
lieved to be of minor importance (2). Therefore, modeling work
was concentrating on potassium and calcium currents (3–5).
Initiation of bursting events was found to be related to ATP-
driven potassium channels (6,7) that induce a relevant outﬂow
of potassium under resting conditions. When glucose—and
via glucose metabolism—ATP is increased, the channel con-
ductance is inhibited (8,9), which leads to the initial depolari-
zation. Then voltage-dependent calcium currents are activated
and the delayed response of voltage-dependent potassium cur-
rents leads to the bursting event.
Simulations of the b-cell electrophysiology have shown
how, in principle, repeated bursting can happen (1–3,5), and
the found mechanisms are in agreement with experimental
results. However, none of the presently existing models ful-
ﬁll the following requirements: i), all important ions and
membrane proteins are explicitly modeled including their
activation and inactivation dynamics; ii), the b-cell exhibits a
steady state and is stimulated by changes of glucose con-
centrations; and iii), the dynamics of the membrane protein
activity are fully derived from protein experiment. Only if all
these requirements are respected, the exact role of the dif-
ferent membrane proteins might be disentangled.
A major problem in developing such a complete simulation
tool is related to the large variability of measured whole-cell
conductances in b-cells. In fact the density of the membrane
proteins is itself a dynamical quantity. Their dynamics vary
for different cell types so that the data used for modeling
are restricted to measurements in b-cells. Not all membrane
proteins have been subject to quantitative measurements in
b-cells. For example the sodium-calcium exchanger was in-
tensively studied in neurons (10) but mathematically mod-
eled in b-cells (11) (see Supplementary Material for a detailed
discussion of membrane protein properties). Also the b-cells
under consideration can be in various states of protein ex-
pression. Thus, modeling work was restricted to ﬁt the ac-
tivity dynamics of the membrane proteins to the behavior
that was expected.
To overcome this problem, the present simulation exclu-
sively relies on data of single protein activity. Such an ap-
proach was used in calcium modeling of neurons (12) before
and is now applied for the ﬁrst time to b-cell electrophys-
iology. Today there is a rather complete knowledge about
single proteins conductance and opening dynamics available
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that allows a bottom-up approach starting from the single
protein level.
To this end the single protein activity dynamics is sep-
arated from the protein density. It is assumed that the single
protein dynamics is cell-independent. In other words a voltage-
gated potassium channel has the same dynamical properties
in a neuron and in a b-cell. This assumption might be set in
question if cooperation of membrane proteins with other cell
structures would change the activity dynamics. However, the
universality of single membrane protein properties can be con-
sidered to be a good approximation because the measured
characteristics of the cells show relatively small variations
despite them stemming from different cell types (see ‘‘The
basic model assumptions’’ and Supplementary Material).
The conductance and opening properties of single proteins
are exactly implemented into the model and then are multi-
plied by the surface density of the respective proteins in b-cells.
The latter are not precisely known and are the free param-
eters of the simulation. Some densities can be estimated from
measured whole-cell currents. In comparison to the huge pa-
rameter space in simulations relying on whole-cell conduc-
tance measurements, this is a rather small set of unknown
parameters. This improves the predictive power of the mathe-
matical model. The behavior of the b-cell in terms of dynamics
of membrane potential and ion concentrations is emerging
from the single protein level, thus, coupling the molecular to
the cellular level.
The framework of the simulation is presented in the
Methods section. The single membrane protein properties
are collected in the Supplementary Material. These deﬁne the
current dynamics as used in the simulation. The full model as
introduced in Methods contains the model of a most prom-
inent original work (3). The bursting behavior as found in
Sherman et al.’s (3) work is reproduced as a special case of
the full model and is used as test for the simulation. Then the
full simulation is employed to set up a steady state of the b-cell,
and to allow for stimulation of the b-cell with glucose. The
protein densities are determined to ﬁnd a realistic behavior of
isolated b-cells (13) where the single membrane protein prop-
erties are not touched. On the basis of this simulation various
in silico experiments are performed and compared to real ex-
periments if available.
The in silico experiments include knock-out experiments
and partial or total block of membrane proteins. Large con-
ductance calcium-driven potassium channels are phenome-
nologically modeled according to single protein activity data
(14). The measured dynamics leads to the conclusion that this
channel is of minor importance at normal glucose levels, while
it is most important for the b-cell behavior at supralarge glu-
cose levels. In this regime calcium-driven potassium channels
may drive continuous spiking (7). Low-voltage activated
(LVA)-channel inactivation, which has not been considered
in other models, and plasma-membrane-calcium-ATPase
(PMCA) are suggested to be important for the interruption of
bursting events at elevated glucose levels. Also the impor-
tance of a dynamic reversal potential, which was mostly
neglected in other work (1,3,5), is pointed out. It is found that
the role of sodium currents might be underestimated so far,
and their impact on b-cell behavior is explained. The article
is concluded with a novel vantage point on the interplay of
the different ion-conductingmembrane proteins during repeated
bursts and continuous spiking. Novel experiments are sug-
gested to verify the new vantage point.
METHODS
Dynamics of ion concentrations and
membrane potential
Rate equations are used to describe the dynamics of intracellular ion con-
centrations. External ion concentrations are assumed constant. The ions
treated explicitly are sodium N, potassium K, and calcium C. The dynamics
depends on the conductance of various membrane proteins that each cor-
respond to one term in the following differential equations.
dN
dt
¼j
F
ðrNa;VINa;V1 2rNa;KINa;KaNa;K1 rNCXINCXaNCX1 JNaÞ
dK
dt
¼ j
F
rK;ATPIK;ATP1 rK;VIK;V 
4
3
aNa;KrNa;KINa;K

1 rsK;CaIsK;Ca1 rK;CaIK;Ca1 JK

dC
dt
¼  j
zCaFð11 xcÞ

rCa;LICa;L1 rCa;TICa;T
 1
3
zCaaNCXrNCXINCX1 rPMCAIPMCA1 JCa

: (1)
Ix denotes the electrical single membrane protein currents, where x
speciﬁes the type of membrane protein as deﬁned in Fig. 1 (see also
FIGURE 1 Schematic representation of ion-conducting transmembrane
proteins. The plasma membrane is visualized as horizontal gray line on
which a set of transmembrane proteins are shown. The shaded boxes show
the acronyms of the proteins and the quantities that control their gating/
activity in the model introduced below. The ions attributed to the arrows
denote the direction of ion ﬂow (assuming normal electrochemical gradients).
The calcium buffers symbolize all kinds of intracellular calcium binding
sites, including calmodulin and organelles acting as calcium stores. The ac-
ronyms of the membrane proteins are also deﬁned in Table 1 in the Supple-
mentary Material, where also the activity dynamics are explained in detail.
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Table 1 in Supplementary Material). Negative currents are deﬁned to bring
positive ions (charges) into the cell. Because the currents are not deﬁned as
ion currents but as electrical currents they have to be weighted by factors
denoting the valence of the ion zCa ¼ 2 and the stoichiometry of the protein
ax. The single membrane protein currents and their dynamics are discussed
in the Supplementary Material.
rx denote the corresponding surface densities of the membrane proteins.
j is a surface to volume factor that relates the current through the membrane
to a change of the ion concentration in the intracellular volume. The cell ge-
ometry is assumed to be approximately spherical, which implies j ¼ 3/Rcell
where Rcell is the cell radius.
Note that a calcium buffer is included in the equation for calcium. The
calcium buffer is assumed to bind and dissolve calcium faster than the typ-
ical timescale of the ion dynamics. Thus, the kinetic equation for the buffer
can be solved in the steady-state approximation (rapid buffer approxima-
tion). This implies an additional factor (1 1 xc) in the equation for calcium,
where
xc ¼ c0KcðC1KcÞ2
; (2)
with c0 the total concentrations of the buffering calcium binding sites. The
most prominent buffer is calmodulin having more than one calcium binding
site. Kc is the dissociation constant of the calcium binding sites. C is the free
calcium concentration. The total calcium concentration is given by
Ctotal ¼ C 11 c0
C1Kc
 
: (3)
The fraction of free calcium is fCa ¼ C=Ctotal and adopts values between
0.1 and 1%.
JK,Na,Ca denote the leakage currents. They are derived from the steady-
state limit (see Eq. 27 in Supplementary Material) to guarantee a resting state
of the cell. In the resting state all other currents are balanced by the leakage
currents, so that the net current vanishes and the ion concentrations are
constant.
The ions build up the membrane potential V. All nonelectroneutral
currents introduced in Eq. 1 show up in the equation for V:
dV
dt
¼  1
Cm
ðrNa;KINa;K1 rK;ATPIK;ATP1 rK;VIK;V1 rsK;CaIsK;Ca
1 rK;CaIK;Ca1 rNa;VINa;V1 rNCXINCX1 rPMCAIPMCA
1 rCa;LICa;L1 rCa;TICa;T1 JK1 JNa1 JCaÞ: (4)
No additional leakage current is needed because in the steady state the
right-hand side vanishes by construction. Cm is the membrane capacitance
that relates the electrical currents to changes of the membrane potential.
Reversal potentials
Reversal potentials depend on the chemical gradient and the membrane
potential over the cellular membrane. They cannot be considered to be con-
stant (as assumed in most other models, e.g., (1,3,5)). As the reversal po-
tentials linearly enter Ohm’s law (which is used to approximate ion current
through open pores; see ‘‘The basic model assumptions’’ and Supplemen-
tary Material) this has to be accounted for. The Nernst equation is used to
calculate the correct reversal potential during dynamical changes of the elec-
trochemical constellation:
Vx ¼ RT
zxF
ln
xext
x
 
; (5)
where x ¼ K, Na, Ca, and R ¼ 8.315 J/(Kmol) the Rydberg (molar) gas
constant. The temperature T is assumed to be the physiological temperature;
xext is the external concentration of the ion (in thermic bath approximation).
They are calculated from the intracellular ion concentrations at rest state
to ﬁt the known reversal potential VK ¼ 75 mV, VNa ¼ 180 mV,
VCa ¼ 1128 mV.
The straight-forward application of Nernst equation, which is based on
thermodynamical notions and only involves the electrochemical gradient
of the ion under consideration, thus, neglecting other ions and not treating
diffusion of ions correctly, is not always justiﬁed. In the case of calcium a
more exact theoretical approach based on the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equa-
tion leads to a nonlinear I-V relationship (see, e.g., Hille (15)). This equation
is derived from the theory of electrodiffusion through a membrane and in-
volves the inﬂuence of other ions on the reversal potential. This more precise
I-V relationship is approximated by an Ohm’s-law-like current, which is
only justiﬁed for the linear piece of the curve. A good approximation is to
use a reversal potential that is corrected by a constant additive term in Eq. 5
to VCa ¼ 150 mV. Up to this rather large membrane potential the I-V re-
lationship is, indeed, approximately linear. However, one should keep in
mind that for depolarization beyond 50 mV (thus of DV . 120 mV relative
to the resting potential) the calcium currents are not correctly represented.
The basic model assumptions
The following list summarizes the most important features, assumptions, and
limitations of the b-cell model:
Universality of single membrane protein measurements
It is assumed that the measured single membrane protein conductances and
opening dynamics are valid irrespective of the cell type. This considerably
increases the data basis of the simulation. In view of consistent measure-
ments of the same protein in different cells this approximation is reasonable.
For example the single channel conductance of T-type voltage-gated cal-
cium channels (Ca,T) is consistently found between 8 and 10 pS in mouse,
rat, and human b-cells (16,17), and also in neurons (18) (see also Plant (19)
for a discussion of voltage-gated sodium channels in different species, and
Supplementary Material for more details). These parameters are only varied
to investigate robustness issues. Note that there might be differences in
subtypes of membrane proteins that are expressed in different organs or
species. These are not accounted for in the simulations.
Stability of the b-cell-resting state
The leakage currents are assumed to equilibrate all other currents if all cell
properties are at their resting values. This implies that the cell exhibits a
stable steady state and that the cell returns to this resting state after stimu-
lation.
Glucose- and not ATP-mediated activation
Glucose is assumed to directly impact on the conductance of the K,ATP
channel. Thus, the b-cell can be stimulated by changes of the glucose level.
However, the dynamics of ATP (6,20), which mediates the effect of glucose
on K,ATP channels (21), is not considered and left for future improvements
of the simulation. Also any feedback between ATP and calcium is neglected
(22).
Averaging over the whole cell
Inhomogeneities of the cell are averaged out. The ion concentrations are
assumed to be average quantities over the whole cell. Thus, the model might
underestimate the dynamics of currents if ion concentrations are much larger
in the vicinity of the membrane (see Discussion).
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Neglect of calcium-induced calcium release
Calcium-induced calcium release has been suggested to contribute to the
calcium oscillations in response to glucose-induced potassium currents (23).
However, blocking of related mechanisms does not affect observed oscil-
lations in pancreatic b-cells (24,25). Oscillation in the stores might be or-
chestrated with oscillations in the cytosol (25). The simulation neglects the
effects of calcium-induced calcium release and assumes that the endoplas-
matic reticulum acts mainly as an additional buffer. Thus, the binding site
concentration c0 is assumed to be larger than expected by calmodulin alone.
Membrane channels follow Ohm’s law
The ion ﬂow through an open pore is assumed to follow Ohm’s law, which
implies a linear voltage-current relation. This is valid for most ion channels
(see the discussion of each protein in Supplementary Material). Deviations
are found only for extreme membrane potentials that are not considered here.
In the case of ATP-controlled potassium channels (K,ATP) the assumption
of Ohm’s law is controversial in the literature (8,9,26,27).
The b-cell is isolated
In vivo b-cells are in the context of islets and connected with each others by
gap junctions. This connection might inﬂuence the susceptibility of stimu-
lation. Indeed, b-cell stimulation is more difﬁcult in isolated cells (see, e.g.,
Kanno et al. (7)) and currents are larger. This simulation neglects effects stem-
ming from being embedded into islets.
RESULTS
Evaluate the Sherman et al. (3) model
The model of Sherman et al. (3) can be considered as a
classical reference model. It is characterized by the following
properties:
The membrane potential follows a classical ordinary
differential equation with capacity 5.31 pF and three
ionic currents (no leakage and no sodium currents).
A voltage-gated potassium channel (corresponding to K,V
here) is described by a sigmoidal function for its asymp-
totic value and a differential equation for the opening
probability (same as here). Inactivation of K,V chan-
nels is not considered.
A calcium-gated potassium channel (corresponding to K,Ca
here), which is described by a Hill function with Hill
coefﬁcient nK,Ca ¼ 1.
A calcium channel (corresponding to Ca,L here) including
inactivation and fast activation.
Constant reversal potentials are assumed (no Nernst equa-
tion is used).
The steady state of the system is deﬁned as zero current of
the three currents contributing to the voltage equation
(thus no leakage currents are considered).
An equation for calcium ions including two terms and a
constant factor f ¼ 0.001 compensating for the buffer
(thus, no buffer dynamics). One term accounts for Ca,L
currents, the second for calcium removal (correspond-
ing to PMCA here).
PMCA activity is not described by a Hill function but
increases linearly with the calcium concentration. Note
that in Sherman et al. (3) the calcium extrusion term is
assumed to be electroneutral, which is not the case be-
cause calcium is mainly removed by the nonelectro-
neutral PMCA. Thus the PMCA current also enters the
equation for the membrane potential Eq. 4 in this model.
The full model as introduced in Methods is reduced to
these properties and the results in Sherman et al. (3) are re-
produced (data not shown). In a second step some parameters
are modiﬁed to experimentally known values: capacity, rest-
ing concentrations, reversal potential of calcium. All these
changed values are collected in Tables 2–5 in Supplementary
Material. Surprisingly, all modiﬁcations together only mod-
erately alter the results (see Fig. 2).
The channels in the initial state of the simulation are not
equilibrated (thus not in a steady state). This induces a cer-
tain inﬂow of calcium through Ca,L, which depolarizes the
cell. As the K,V current reacts with a delay the potassium out-
ward current comes later and allows for an above-threshold
depolarization. This leads to the oscillation on a higher volt-
age level. Now, free calcium accumulates in the cell due to
repeated inﬂow. Note that the largest part of the incoming
calcium is assumed to bind to the buffer, such that calcium
accumulates much slower than according to the calcium in-
ﬂow. More calcium induces increasing gK,Ca and PMCA ac-
tivity, which in turn increases the potassium and calcium
outﬂow, respectively. The oscillations are suppressed for
some threshold K,Ca and PMCA conductance. From here
the whole process restarts. The essential properties are the
delay between Ca,L and K,V current, the calcium buffering
that induces a slow calcium increase, and a membrane pro-
tein that reacts to the increased calcium level by interrupt-
ing oscillations.
The back reaction of PMCA activity on the membrane
potential was neglected in Sherman et al. (3). If this is in-
cluded into Sherman et al.’s (3) model, bursting disappears.
The back reaction of PMCA activity on the membrane poten-
tials induces hyperpolarization of the cell. This infers that
K,V and K,Ca (in view of the reversal potential of VK ¼
75mV) but more importantly Ca,L (because of very low
opening probability) are almost inactive. In this situation
PMCA reduces intracellular calcium below its resting state
whereas further hyperpolarizing the cell. In conclusion, the
neglect of a back reaction of the process, which removes cal-
cium from the cell, on the membrane potential turns out not
to be a justiﬁed approximation.
b-Cell bursting with calcium, potassium, and
sodium currents
The second simulation includes all membrane proteins as
introduced in Methods and, thus, extends the model (3). The
characteristics of activation and inactivation are taken from
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single protein experiments. The densities are adapted to ﬁnd
reasonable electrical bursting and reasonable currents. Burst-
ing shall be fast as found in isolated b-cells (13). The fre-
quency is around six bursts per minute (see also Beauvois
et al. (28) (Fig. 2 A measured in islets)). The spiking
baseline (lower bound of bursts) shall be in the range of
50 mV and the peaks shall reach 20 mV (7). The bursts
shall be shorter than the intermediate silent phases (7). The
bursting baseline reached between the bursts is not allowed
to exhibit hyperpolarization. The resulting set of densities is
given in Supplementary Table 5 (full model). Thereby, some
densities could be estimated from the whole-cell conductance
(see below and references in Table 5, Supplementary Material).
First, the steady state is established and then the cell is
stimulated by 10 mM glucose. The result fulﬁlling the afore-
mentioned constraints is shown in Fig. 3.
FIGURE 2 The simulation is consistent with Sherman et al.’s (3) model.
A simulation of the model of Sherman et al. (3) with adapted parameters (see
Tables 2–5 in the Supplementary Material). The membrane potential (panel
A, gray line) exhibits repeated bursts. Intracellular calcium is plotted as ratio
to the resting concentration of 0.1 mM (panel A, black solid line). It rises
during bursts and decreases during silent phases. The contributions of the
transmembrane currents are shown in panel B (the inset lists the currents in
the sequence of vertical appearance). Oscillations occur between voltage-
gated potassium (K,V, panel B, light gray line) and calcium channels (Ca,L,
panel B, dark gray line). K,Ca and PMCA activity follow the calcium level
(panel B, medium gray and black line, respectively).
FIGURE 3 Repeated bursting including all transmembrane proteins. The
full model for the b-cell electrophysiology is used to simulate bursting after
activation with glucose. Before stimulation the b-cell exhibits a stable steady
state. Activation with 10 mM glucose at t ¼ 3 s (panel A, dotted line) ﬁrst
leads to instabilities. Then the membrane potential (panel A, gray line)
shows regular repeated bursting activity. The burst to silent ratio and the
bursting frequency correspond to those observed in fast bursting isolated
b-cells (13). The intracellular calcium level (panel A, black solid line)
increases and decreases in cycles corresponding to the bursts. The whole-cell
contributions of the different currents are shown in panel B (the proteins in
the inset are given in the vertical sequence of the current contributions). Note
that here and in the corresponding subsequent ﬁgures the electrical currents,
not ion currents, are shown. Therefore the NCX current appears with
negative sign.
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The whole-cell peak ion currents are 12, 40, and 60 pA for
sodium, calcium, potassium, respectively. Indeed, the peak
potassium currents in humanb-cells at depolarizations to20
or 10 mV were measured in the range of 50 pA (29). This
corresponds to a small open probability of K,V in both, the
simulation (see Fig. 4) and the experiment. The whole-cell
K,ATP conductance is 1 nS at 1 mM glucose (derived from
Fig. 4 as 4pR2cellrK;ATPgK;ATPð1 gK;ATPÞ), which compares
to 1–3 nS in intact mice islets (26). TheK,ATP conductance is
reduced to 40% after increase of glucose to 10 mM (30) (in
intact mouse islets), which is in perfect agreement with the
model (see Fig. 4, panel A, dashed-dotted line starting at 0.5).
Isolated b-cells were investigated with methyl succinate as a
substitute for glucose (31). At the same time the K,ATP
current increases from ;5 pA to ;20 pA after stimulation.
A similar relation is found in Goepel et al. (30). At the end
of a burst the ratio of sK,Ca to K,ATP currents is 4.2 pA/20
pA ¼ 0.21, which is in good agreement with the value of
0.2 observed in mice islets (30).
Whole-cell calcium currents during bursts depend on the
external calcium concentration (32). In isolated mouse pan-
creatic b-cells at depolarizations to 20 mV currents be-
tween 30 and 60 pA are found, which is consistent with the
simulation results. However, the values vary between 10 and
350 pA per cell depending on the mode of stimulation and
the species (26,29,32–35).
Sodium currents through noninactivated Na,V channels
are in the range of gNa;VgNa;VðV  VNaÞ ¼ 200 pA (see Eq. 9
in Supplementary Material) at V ¼ 10 mV in mice and rats
(19,33,26). In view of peak inactivations of hNa,V ¼ 96% in
the simulations (data not shown) these measurements corre-
spond to currents in the range of 8 pA.
An analysis of the contributions of the different membrane
proteins induces a picture that in part coincides with the one
proposed by Sherman et al. (3). However, there are also
some important modiﬁcations. The importance of speciﬁc
proteins is analyzed and disentangled in subsequent knock-
out, block, and overexpression experiments. The latter two
correspond to the variation of protein densities.
High resolution of burst events
A single burst event in Fig. 3 is analyzed at high resolution in
Fig. 5. The analysis is started when the membrane potential
has reached its minimum. Because of the increased glucose
level K,ATP conductance is reduced (8). This induces a slightly
depolarized state of the cell. Depolarization is ampliﬁed by
Ca,L and Na,V current. The K,V currents are suppressed in
this phase of the burst event. This is not related to the delayed
activation (which causes 50 ms at the most) but to the general
single protein activation properties. These do not allow for a
strong K,V current near the reversal potential of potassium.
K,V currents become relevant only after strong depolariza-
tions that are induced by strong Ca,L currents. The delay of
K,V response with respect to the Ca,L dynamics leads to
stable oscillations. Calcium levels increase with each depo-
larizing spike. This induces small K,Ca and sK,Ca currents,
involving a slightly decreasing frequency of spikes during
each burst event, which is in agreement with experimental
data (7,28).
The interruption of bursts is related to proteins that rely on
a slow variable. These are PMCA, K,Ca, and sK,Ca, where
the slow variable is calcium. Also Ca,L activity contributes
FIGURE 4 Opening/activity states of the membrane proteins. The states
of the transmembrane proteins during bursting as given in Fig. 3 are shown
as probability of activity or opening. Panel A collects all calcium-relevant
proteins as well as sK,Ca and K,ATP channels. Panel B collects all sodium-
relevant and other potassium-conducting proteins (note the different scale
in the panel B and the shifted open probability for K,V channels). The inset
lists the probabilities in the sequence of vertical appearance and gives a hint
how the probabilities are calculated (see Supplementary Material for details).
Note that the PMCA activity is at its limit in an actively bursting b-cell. The
different kinetic single protein characteristics are reﬂected in two classes of
protein response: fast spiking and slowly adapting ones.
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to burst interruption because of calcium-dependent inacti-
vation (34). In addition, the reversal potential plays a role.
For calcium it changes from 27 mV at the beginning of a
burst to 22 mV at the end of a burst (see Fig. 14 in the
Supplementary Material). This reduces the calcium currents
through voltage-gated channels by ;8% (at V ¼ 40 mV)
and is a contribution to the interruption of bursts. Consis-
tently, replacing the Nernst equation by constant reversal
potentials (the ones corresponding to the resting state) leads
to continuous spiking (data not shown). However, bursting is
also possible with a constant reversal potential.
Knock-out of K,Ca and sK,Ca protein
The calcium-gated potassium channel K,Ca is implemented
according to single membrane protein characteristics (14),
which differ in some important aspects from the values used
in other b-cell models. The measured opening dynamics
depends on the membrane potential and the calcium con-
centration in a complicated way. A detailed analysis of the
measured data (see Supplementary Material (page 7)) has
revealed that, in addition, the asymptotic opening probability
for a given calcium concentration also depends on the
membrane potential (see Supplementary Eq. 21 in the Sup-
plementary Material; also Horrigan and Aldrich (36)).
In agreement with experiment (37) it is found that under
normal conditions the K,Ca currents remain rather small be-
cause of a low opening probability. This ﬁnding suggests
that K,Ca might even be unnecessary for repeated bursting.
Indeed, K,Ca can be knocked out without altering the results
at normal glucose levels up to 12 mM. The increased K,Ca
currents at the end of a burst are fully replaced by sK,Ca
currents.
The sK,Ca current is believed to abort burst events when
calcium is sufﬁciently increased (38). It is found that in a
double K,Ca and sK,Ca knock-out experiment, bursts are
still interrupted. K,Ca and sK,Ca are switched off (rK,Ca ¼
rsK,Ca ¼ 0) and other densities have to be slightly adapted to
rK,ATP ¼ 0.15/mm2 and rPMCA ¼ 1300/mm2 to keep regular
bursting (see Fig. 6). Note that this simulation does not cor-
respond to a block of calcium-gated potassium channels. The
b-cell is constructed without K,Ca, thus, this simulation cor-
responds to a knock-out experiment.
In the normal b-cell sK,Ca activity increases at high cal-
cium levels at the end of each burst (see Figs. 3 and 4) leading
to potassium efﬂux. This counterbalances the calcium inﬂux
and drops depolarization. In the simulation without K,Ca and
sK,Ca, PMCA takes over this function. However, PMCA ac-
tivity is already at its limits during bursts (see Fig. 4), which
even more holds in the double knock-out experiment (not
shown).
The K,Ca-sK,Ca double knock-out experiment suggests
that for low calcium concentrations PMCA has an important
role in burst interruption and can replace the function of sK,Ca
channels. K,Ca channels only turn relevant for much larger
calcium concentration of more than 1 mM. In this regime
PMCA and sK,Ca are not sufﬁciently ﬂexible to further in-
crease activity and, thus, to interrupt bursting. It will be seen
later that at high calcium concentration K,Ca acquires other
functionality.
Stimulation by raising external potassium
The effect of increased external potassium levels on b-cells
is investigated. Starting from a b-cell in its resting state at
normal external potassium Kext ¼ 5.7 mM, external potas-
sium is increased to different values using a steep sigmoidal
function. The b-cell that had adapted to the lower potassium
level is stimulated because the reduced chemical gradient
pushes potassium into the cell and depolarizes it.
For moderately increased external potassium the cell ﬁrst
exhibits a smooth depolarizing calcium current. Larger Kext
FIGURE 5 High-resolution view on a burst event. The third bursting event
in Fig. 3 is at higher resolution. All shown curves have the same meaning as
explained in the legend of Fig. 3.
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then leads to K,ATP-induced action potential-like events
involving potassium and calcium currents, and ﬁnally into a
burst-like activity at Kext ¼ 8 mM. However, this remains a
unique event (data not shown). The burst is interrupted by
sK,Ca and K,Ca currents at a rather high and constant cal-
cium level around 1 mM. Despite a new depolarized equi-
librium state that normally would induce action potentials,
repeated bursting is prohibited by the constant strong activity
of PMCA, K,Ca, and sK,Ca.
Stepwise increase of glucose levels
The full model is used to investigate the b-cell behavior after
stimulation with various glucose levels between the resting
value g0 ¼ 1 and 30 mM. The b-cell reaction is shown in
Fig. 7 for some examples. As found in islets (28) calcium
levels constantly increase with increasing glucose levels. Up
to 6 mM glucose only a smooth increase of the membrane
potential is found which then stabilizes on a higher level.
This threshold for an effect of glucose on the calcium level is
in agreement with data from islets (28). A single action
potential appears around 7 mM. The spikes then turn into
regular ﬁring with increasing frequency between 7 and 9
mM. The high-frequency spikes then are interrupted and
replaced by repeated bursting around 10 mM. For even larger
glucose levels the burst/silent ratio is increased and ﬁnally
continuous spiking is found (at 13 mM), which is also found
in islets (7), even though at little higher glucose levels.
Continuous spiking is suppressed for .25 mM glucose.
Steepness of glucose increases
In experiments it is observed that the initial spike or burst is
more intense than subsequent ones. According to the simula-
tions this is related to the steepness of the switch to the higher
glucose level. With smooth sigmoidal functions the initial
spike can be fully suppressed. Similarly, long initial bursts
can turn to a normal duration. However, the steepness of the
glucose increase changes only the initial action potentials or
prebursting events. The long-term bursting behavior does
exclusively depend on the asymptotic glucose level irrespec-
tive of how quick it is reached.
The role of K,Ca currents at supralarge glucose
There is an unexpected diversity of model behavior at high
glucose levels depending on the model assumptions. Con-
tinuous spiking for supralarge glucose levels is only found
with the novel model for K,Ca activation (see Supplementary
Material (page 7)). The simpler model for K,Ca activation
leads to suppression of any spike for large glucose, which is
in contradiction to experiment. The relevant single channel
properties in this context are the large half-activation calcium
concentration and the delayed activation (in analogy to K,V
channels). This underlines the necessity to rely on the
measured electrophysiology of single K,Ca channels. A rather
weak role of K,Ca channels during normal electrical activity
is inferred. K,Ca gets relevantly active only at very high cal-
cium concentrations that are associated with high glucose con-
centrations.
A more detailed analysis of Fig. 7 reveals that continuous
spiking at supralarge glucose levels is based on oscillations
in the K,Ca current. Whereas at g ¼ 13 mM the K,V current
is dominant, at 20 mM it is the K,Ca channel that provides
the largest contribution to the potassium current (see Fig. 8).
Instead of K,V and Ca,L it is now K,Ca and Ca,L that are
swinging. Note that sK,Ca channels do not exhibit the po-
tential to actively oscillate with Ca,L because of their inde-
pendence of the membrane potential. This result suggests an
additional role of K,Ca channel in the electrophysiology of
FIGURE 6 b-Cell bursting without calcium-gated potassium channels.
Simulation without sK,Ca and K,Ca channels and with protein densities
adapted to rK, ATP ¼ 0.15/mm2 and rPMCA ¼ 1300/mm2. A cell behavior
comparable to Fig. 3 can be found without direct impact of calcium on
potassium currents. Lines are explained in the legend of Fig. 3.
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the b-cell: it deﬁnes the electrical activity at supralarge glu-
cose and calcium concentrations.
Addition of a constant calcium current
The behavior of b-cells in response to a small additional
negative calcium current of 1 pA is investigated. This cur-
rent corresponds to calcium ﬂow into the cell. The involved
depolarization increases K,ATP currents and the calcium
baseline. The novel steady state at higher calcium can only
be maintained with a higher PMCA activity. If then glucose
is turned to g ¼ 10 mM continuous spiking is found. When
the additional calcium current is turned off normal repeated
bursting is recovered (see Fig. 9). Continuous spiking is also
found when the additional calcium current is applied after
onset of repeated bursting at high glucose levels. The se-
quence of stimulation events is not important. Thus, it is found
that small additional calcium currents modify the effect of the
glucose stimulus.
Partial block of PMCA and NCX
A very similar result (to Fig. 9) is found when the PMCA
current is reduced to 80%. The calcium baseline is increased
FIGURE 7 The b-cell reaction to in-
creased glucose levels. Glucose stimu-
lation is increased in several steps
gstimulation ¼ 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 15 mM
(panels in reading order). The membrane
potential (gray line) and the calcium
concentration (black line) are shown.
Repeated bursting is found for stimula-
tion with ;10 mM glucose. Less glu-
cose only induces single spikes, more
leads to continuous spiking.
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and at 10 mM glucose continuous spiking is found. Sub-
stantially stronger inhibition of PMCA activity suppresses
bursting after an initial burst event (data not shown).
A partial block of the sodium-calcium-exchanger (NCX)
current leaves the duration of bursts invariant but increases
the burst/silent ratio. This leads to continuous spiking when
only 60% of the current is left. The characteristics of this
continuous spiking differ from the one found after block of
PMCA; the calcium baseline is slightly decreased and,
instead of stronger calcium elevation during continuous
spiking, the calcium elevation is reduced (data not shown;
see Fig. 11 A for corresponding characteristics). Continu-
ous spiking here resembles more fast repeated beating.
Overexpression of NCX in a sK,Ca knock-out system leads
to prolonged burst duration, as was also found in Gall and
Susa (11). Such an effect is not observed in the full model
including sK,Ca. NCX currents are not only depolarizing in
this model. In addition, the intracellular calcium concentra-
tion is reduced, which has impact on the activity of other pro-
teins leading to nontrivial effects.
FIGURE 8 K,Ca is the main oscillator at large glucose levels. The current
contributions of K,Ca and K,V to continuous spiking for glucose levels of 13
(A) and 20 mM (B) are shown. Whereas at 13 mM the main contributors to
the oscillations are K,V (light gray solid line, positive current) and Ca,L
(dark gray solid line, negative current), these are K,Ca (medium gray solid
line, positive current) and Ca,L at 20 mM glucose. The contribution of
K,ATP channels is also strongly reduced at suprahigh glucose levels (dark
graysolid line, positive current), whereas sK,Ca currents are almost un-
altered (black solid line, positive current).
FIGURE 9 Additional constant calcium current. An additional whole-cell
calcium current of 1 pA (additional calcium inﬂux) is applied after 3 s
(panel B, gray dotted line). This increases the calcium baseline (panel A,
black line). At t ¼ 20 s glucose is turned to g ¼ 10 mM (panel A, black
dotted line), which induces continuous spiking (panel A, gray line). At t ¼
80 s the additional current is switched off and repeated bursting (as in Fig. 3)
is recovered. At t¼ 110 s glucose is turned back to its resting value. Panel B
shows all but K,V whole-cell potassium currents.
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Modulation of K,ATP with tolbutamide
and diazoxide
Block of K,ATP currents was investigated in patch-clamp
experiments with b-cells in intact islets (7). In silico the
application of tolbutamide corresponds to a reduction of the
K,ATP protein density rK,ATP in a cell that has established its
steady state in the presence of normal K,ATP densities. A
reduction of K,ATP currents to 75% leads to a result almost
identical to Fig. 9. An increased calcium baseline is estab-
lished. This happens because the reduced potassium outﬂow
depolarizes the cell which, in turn, partially opens voltage-
dependent calcium channels. The new equilibrium state is,
thus, established on a higher level of calcium inﬂux.
When glucose is increased to 10 mM continuous spiking is
induced. As in experiment (7) this is reversible: after release
of partial K,ATP-block normal repeated bursting behavior is
reestablished. This happens in the simulation without any
additional stimulation. In Kanno et al. (7) the b-cell was
depolarized several times in voltage-clamp mode.
It is possible to stimulate b-cells by partial block of K,ATP
currents. Repeated bursting is induced at resting glucose level
(see Fig. 10 B for a 50% block). When glucose is increased at
t ¼ 20 s repeated bursting turns into continuous spiking.
Such a behavior was also found in b-cells (31). There also a
mutation of the K,ATP channel (relevant to neonatal dia-
betes) was investigated, which exhibits substantially larger
half-inhibition values gK,ATP. It was found that the electrical
activity is suppressed with the mutated channel. When the
K,ATP channels are blocked with tolbutamide continuous
spiking is found. This behavior is consistent with the
simulation (see Fig. 16 in Supplementary Material).
Interestingly, a block of K,ATP channels to 25% imme-
diately leads to continuous spiking even at the resting glu-
cose concentration g0 ¼ 1 mM (see Fig. 10 A). This supports
that these channels trigger bursting events by inhibition of
potassium outwards currents (8). Because only a small subset
of K,ATP channels (the only points of impact of glucose) is
left, the switch to high glucose level at t ¼ 20 s has only
minor consequences. ATP/ADP ratios are not explicitly
monitored, which would also change ATPase activities.
An overactivation of K,ATP channels (with diazoxide) at
normal glucose levels hyperpolarizes the cell. At high glu-
cose this leads to continuous spiking with decreased calcium
baseline (characteristics are those of fast beating like in Fig.
11 A). At 140% K,ATP activity regular single spikes (or
beating) are observed. Even larger K,ATP activity sup-
presses any spike even at 10 mM glucose (see Fig. 10 C and
D). This behavior was also found in vivo in mice islets (39).
Modulation of voltage-gated calcium channels
Overexpression, block, or knock-out of LVA calcium chan-
nels Ca,T have only minor effect on the bursting behavior.
FIGURE 10 Inhibition and overacti-
vation of K,ATP. K,ATP is blocked to
25% at t ¼ 3 s (A). This induces strong
depolarization, calcium inﬂow, and con-
tinuous spiking. At t ¼ 20 s glucose is
turned tog¼ 10mM,which onlyweakly
inﬂuences continuous spiking because of
the K,ATP block. At t¼ 80 s the block is
released and repeated bursting is recov-
ered (as found in Fig. 3). At t ¼ 110 s
glucose is turnedback to its resting value.
Panel B shows the result of the same
protocol with partial block of K,ATP
channels to 50%. High-frequency re-
peated bursting is found at resting glu-
cose levels. Overactivation of K,ATP
with diazoxide hyperpolarizes the cell (C
and D). At high glucose levels repeated
single spikes are observed (C). For even
stronger overactivation, the b-cell turns
silent (D).
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To see continuous spiking, LVA channels have to be over-
expressed by a factor of 4. Inhibition only weakly modiﬁes
the calcium baseline before stimulation with glucose. The
amplitude of spikes of the membrane potential is slightly in-
creased and burst frequency is reduced (data not shown).
According to these simulations, LVA has to be considered
unimportant for b-cell bursting. Note that the simulation al-
lows us to replace parts of the Ca,L currents by Ca,T currents
without altering the results.
Moderately inhibited (80%) or strengthened (140%) Ca,L
currents lead to continuous spiking combined with a lowered
and increased calcium baseline, respectively (characteristics
similar to those in Fig. 11). For stronger inhibition (20%
remaining) spiking activity disappears, which is consistent
with the dominant role of the Ca,L current for b-cell oscil-
lations. Removal of calcium-dependent inactivation of Ca,L
currents (see Supplementary Eq. 25) impacts on burst inter-
ruption (not shown).
Modulation of sodium currents
The sodium-potassium exchanger Na,K uses ATP to trans-
port both sodium and potassium against their electrochem-
ical gradient. Even though this membrane protein is only
weakly active in the resting state, shows little dynamics upon
b-cell stimulation (variations of intracellular potassium and
sodium concentration are relatively small; see also Grape-
ngiesser (40)), and induces only small currents, the bursting
behavior is sensitive to partial block of the exchanger in the
simulation. A corresponding effect was observed before in
experiment with ouabain (41,40). Both inhibition and over-
expression of Na,K increases burst frequency. The duration
of bursts is increased when Na,K currents are increased. This
is also reﬂected in the stepwise increase of Na,K activity
after every burst (see Fig. 4 B, dotted line). At ,60% and
at .120% Na,K current continuous spiking is found, with
increased and decreased calcium baseline before stimulation
with glucose, respectively, which is in agreement with
previous results (2). Due to the weak dynamics of Na,K
currents corresponding effects are only found in Na,K block
but not in Na, K knock-out experiments.
Similarly the voltage-dependent sodium channel Na,V is
generally not considered to play a major role in b-cell elec-
trophysiology. At a partial block to 90% (down to 70%) con-
tinuous spiking is found together with a slightly reduced
calcium baseline (see Fig. 11 A). Continuous spiking is also
found if the Na,V currents are increased by a factor 1.4 or
higher together with a slightly increased calcium baseline (see
Fig. 11 B). The different characteristics of fast or continuous
spiking point to two underlying mechanisms (see Discussion).
Modulation of non-K,ATP potassium currents
Inhibition of K,Ca currents reduces the burst/silence ratio
and the bursting frequency. Even if the K,Ca currents are
fully blocked bursting is still observed. Increased K,Ca cur-
rents lead to increased burst/silence ratios and at 190% to
continuous spiking (the characteristics correspond to those as
found in Fig. 11 A). The calcium baseline and the membrane
potential are not visibly altered by modulation of the K,Ca
currents (data not shown).
Overexpression of sK,Ca leads to a reduced calcium base-
line and to increased burst frequency. At 130% quasicontinuous
spiking is found. Inhibition of sK,Ca currents increases the
calcium baseline, reduces hyperpolarization, and increases
burst frequency, as also expected from experimental results
(38). Only for a total block continuous spiking is found.
Increased K,V currents to 110% lead to continuous spik-
ing. A reduction of K,V currents reduces the burst/silence
FIGURE 11 Modulating Na,V currents. Na,V currents are inhibited to
90% (panel A) and increased to 140% (panel B) using the same protocol as in
Fig. 9. The calcium baseline (solid black line before stimulation with glucose)
is reduced and increased, respectively. At 10 mM glucose (see t . 20 s) fast
and continuous spiking are found, respectively, with differing characteristics.
Continuous spiking with increased calcium baseline is similar to Fig. 9 and
reaches large calcium levels after glucose stimulation (panel B). Fast spiking
with reduced calcium baseline exhibits a larger spiking amplitude and base-
line, and the reached calcium level is lower (panel A).
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ratio. Surprisingly, even with totally blocked K,V currents,
oscillations are still found with almost unaltered calcium base-
line. The potassium current in the action potentials is then
taken over by the K,Ca currents (not by sK,Ca currents). This
shows that K,Ca proteins have the potential to drive the os-
cillations during burst events—similar to the scenario found
for supralarge glucose levels.
Long-term stimulation
Stimulationby increasedglucose levels not only induce repeated
bursting, the b-cell is also shifted out of its resting state. If stim-
ulation by glucose is applied for long durations, and assuming in
a thought experiment all other cell properties unaltered during
that period, the b-cell might ﬁnd a novel stable resting state,
which is in equilibrium with the high glucose level. The sim-
ulation in Fig. 3 is repeated with 10mMglucose applied for 1 h.
Due to limited responsiveness of Na,K exchangers each burst
event (involving Na,V-current oscillations) increases the intra-
cellular sodium level. After half an hour sodium reaches a novel
resting state at 170% of its resting concentration adapted to the
ongoing stimulation. Similarly the intracellular potassium
concentration decreases to a new equilibrium state. Now,
Na,K activity and sodium inﬂow at each bursting event get
into equilibriumwith a doubledNa,K current. Repeated burst-
ing is still present at this higher sodium state with slightly
modiﬁed spiking and bursting baselines, burst duration, and
amplitude (see Fig. 15 in the Supplementary Material).
DISCUSSION
A bottom-up approach for the b-cell with
quantitative ambitions
A simulation tool for the electrophysiology of b-cell was in-
troduced. The model is strictly based on experimental data for
single membrane protein activity or conductance measure-
ments. This is considered to be a ﬁrst step toward a quantitative
modeling of b-cell electrical activity. Previous modeling work
either structurally considered only those elements necessary
to induce bursting or omitted some essential protein properties.
All previous models relied on whole-cell experiments. Thus,
thismodel can be considered to be the ﬁrst bottom-up approach
of the b-cell starting at the molecular level and predicting
emerging properties on the cellular scale.
Improvements with respect to other
modeling approaches
This model, besides relying on single protein characteristics,
includes several b-cell properties that have been neglected in
previous modeling approaches. It was found that the back-
reaction of the PMCA currents on the membrane potential
are very important and strongly alter bursting behavior as
found in the literature (1–3). The inactivation properties
(neglected in Fridlyand et al. (2)) of the channels turn out to
be relevant for burst interruption and the stability of oscil-
lation. Finally, the Nernst equation was used to dynamically
calculate the reversal potential (which was assumed constant
in the literature (1,3,5)) and turned out to substantially change
the currents during burst events.
The endoplasmatic reticulum might change
the dynamics
Even though a block of processes related to the endoplasmatic
reticulum does not affect b-cell oscillations (25), calcium-
induced calcium release might well modify the dynamics of
raising calcium. These modiﬁcations might lead to adaptations
of protein densities. Also the simple-minded cell geometry
has impact on the protein densities. Thus, even though the
resulting whole-cell currents are realistic, the protein densities
used in the simulations (see Table 5 in the Supplementary
Material) are not considered as a quantitative prediction in this
stage of the model. Note that calcium pumps in the endo-
plasmatic reticulum will in ﬁrst approximation act as an addi-
tional sink of free calcium, which, in this model, is effectively
included in a large concentration of calcium binding sites.
Characteristics of glucose-dependent b-cell
stimulation are reproduced
Despite the necessity for further improvement, the agree-
ment with current experimental data is rather convincing and
strengthens the relevance of the found results. The whole-
cell currents are in the right range (19,26,29,33). Bursting is
found in the same regime of glucose levels as in experiment
(7,28). The glucose threshold for b-cell electrical response
is quantitatively reproduced to be around 6 mM (28). The
bursting frequency is in the range of experimental data for
isolated fast oscillating b-cells (13). Although the spiking
baseline is in the range of experiment (28), the potential is
too strongly repolarized between the bursts (7,13,28). Con-
tinuous spiking is found for large glucose levels as in experi-
ment (7).
In addition, the modulation of the activity of some mem-
brane proteins leads to experimentally observed behavior (see
Results). For example simulation of block and overactivation
of K,ATP channels leads to continuous spiking and suppres-
sion of electrical activity, respectively, (39). The result that
K,Ca channels are dispensable for b-cell bursting was also
seen in mice and rats (37) despite being expressed in rat islet
b-cell (42). The prominent role of sK,Ca and PMCA for
burst interruption was also seen before (2,38). Thus, it can be
stated that the simulation qualitatively respects the relevant
characteristics of repeated bursting in b-cells.
Quantitative deviations
A more detailed analysis reveals quantitative deviations
between simulation and experiment. The most relevant
one concerns the range of glucose for which bursting is found.
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Although the simulation predicts 9–12 mM, in experiment
the lower limit is at 7 mM (28) and the upper limit is at 15
mM (7). This discrepancy might be explained by a structural
difference between the experimental setup and the simula-
tion: the simulation models isolated b-cells, whereas both
cited experiments investigate b-cell in a context of intact is-
lets. Bursting is difﬁcult to be induced in isolated b-cells (7),
which can explain why the range of glucose is smaller in the
simulations. It has to be evaluated in future research whether
the gap-junction-mediated contact to other b-cells can enlarge
the glucose regime for bursting. A similar reasoning holds
for the result that continuous spiking is suppressed in the
simulation for g . 25 mM, which is not observed in exper-
iment. Finally, the averaged intracellular calcium concentra-
tion reached in the simulation is too high and the potential
baseline between the bursts is too low, both of which are
likely to be related to spatial inhomogeneities of ions in the
cell. Burst interruption can be achieved at lower average
calcium concentrations if calcium concentrates at their site of
entry.
A novel model of b-cell bursting
The fact that the main properties of b-cell electrophysiology
are correctly described by the simulation encourages us to
draw a novel picture of how b-cell bursting emerges. This
picture is presented as a sequence of events:
Glucose inhibits K,ATP conductance. Increased glucose
reduces the K,ATP conductance (8). This only induces
a short pulse of inhibition of K,ATP currents. It slightly
depolarizes the b-cell, which is further ampliﬁed by
induced sodium and calcium entry through voltage-
gated channels (Na,V; Ca,L; and Ca,T).
K,ATP currents increase again. Even though the opening
of K,ATP channels is inhibited the current increases
upon cell depolarization. According to Supplementary
Eq. 14 (see Supplementary Material) inhibition is over-
compensated by the increased electrochemical gradient.
Ca,L and Na,V cause electrical spiking. If the stimulus is
overcritical a spike of cell depolarization is induced by
voltage-dependent calcium and sodium currents.
Oscillations are induced by delayed K,V response. The
potassium current repolarizes the cell, but this happens
only with a delay tK,V. It is well known that delayed
response can lead to stable fast oscillations.
Calcium rises during bursts. During a burst event calcium
and sodium is constantly entering the cell while po-
tassium is leaving it. Although the effect on potassium
and sodium is small, calcium rises because of a strong
electrochemical gradient and the small resting concen-
tration. The speed of calcium increase is controlled by
the intracellular calcium buffer, and is much slower
than the oscillations.
The burst is interrupted by a concerted action of PMCA,
K,Ca, sK,Ca, Ca,L inactivation, and Nernst reversal
potential. During bursts calcium and sodium levels in-
crease, inferring stronger repolarizing PMCA, sK,Ca,
and K,Ca currents, where K,Ca currents play a minor
role at normal calcium levels (14,37), and reduce de-
polarizing Na,V and Ca,L currents. Ca,L inactivation
also relies on the slow variable calcium and contributes
to burst interruption. In addition the calcium reversal
potential is reduced further inhibiting calcium currents.
At critical calcium and sodium concentrations oscilla-
tions are suppressed.
Restoration after burst events is governed by PMCA,
NCX, and Na,K. In complete analogy to neuronal repo-
larization, ATPases and exchangers are needed to rees-
tablish the resting concentrations.
Note that this model differs from older models in several
aspects that are discussed in more detail in the following.
Two types of fast repeated spiking
Fast repeated spiking is found in two versions (see Fig. 11).
One comes with a reduced, the other with an increased, cal-
cium baseline (before stimulation with glucose). Why is fast-
repeated spiking found with reduced calcium baseline? A
reduced calcium baseline is induced when Na,K is over-
activated, Na,V or Ca,L are inhibited, NCX is blocked, and
K,ATP or sK,Ca are overactivated. All these modiﬁcations
tend to polarize the cell. This reduces the calcium inﬂux through
voltage-gated calcium channels, and, in turn, reduces the cal-
cium baseline. In the same way intracellular potassium levels
are increased because of less potassium efﬂux. This corre-
sponds to a stimulation in complete analogy to the inhibition
by K,ATP channels with glucose.
Thus, we have to distinguish low and high calcium con-
tinuous spiking. b-cells become prone to oscillations either
by increased calcium baseline or by increased potassium base-
line. The equilibrium of both is regulated by the sodium cur-
rents. Despite the sodium-conducting proteins playing an
unspectacular role in b-cell activity they nevertheless inﬂu-
ence the electrophysiology.
Note that the characteristics of both types of fast spiking
differ. Although in the case of increased calcium baseline
the term continuous spiking is justiﬁed (see Fig. 11 B), the
scenario with lowered calcium baseline more corresponds to a
high-frequency bursting with individual spikes in each burst
(see Fig. 11 A) and might be called ‘‘beating’’. The duration
of depolarization (integrated over a burst) is smaller in the
case of beating, which induces the reduced calcium level
compared to continuous spiking (see Fig. 11).
Sodium currents are important regulators of
b-cell electrophysiology
In the presented simulations the Na,V currents directly partic-
ipate in spikes and bursting events. The activity of the b-cell
is responsive to all properties of the Na,V channel. Thereby
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the half-activation potential VNa,V has the greatest inﬂuence.
Na,V currents facilitate onset of action potentials due to their
fast dynamics (the reaction time is the fastest of all con-
sidered channels), participate in the interplay with delayed
potassium currents to induce oscillations, and also facilitate
the end of action potentials by relatively fast inactivation.
The interpretation of a tightly controlled interplay of Na,V
with other membrane proteins is supported by the observa-
tion that continuous spiking is observed for partially blocked
and overexpressed Na,V proteins. The latter bursting is char-
acterized by high calcium, the former by high potassium. It
turns out that Na,V currents regulate the equilibrium between
both ions in b-cell stimulation. Thus, according to the model
results, sodium channels are more relevant for the b-cell
electrophysiology than previously considered. This result has
to be veriﬁed in space-resolved models.
However, it was shown in pancreatic islets of mice that the
block of Na,V channels with TTX had no major effect on
b-cell electrophysiology (19,43), which is in contrast to in-
vestigations in rats (33,44). It was hypothesized that the steep-
ness of depolarization for stimulation might overinactivate
sodium currents (33). In view of the similarity of sodium cur-
rents through noninactivated sodium channels in different
species it is proposed here that the difference between the
species might rely on the relative sodium and calcium cur-
rents. The latter ones are rather diverse in different species.
From this vantage point the simulations correspond to low
calcium currents as found in rats. An alternative explanation
is that the assumption of universality of membrane protein
properties is wrong for sodium channels. Then one might
suspect that the inactivation properties of Na,V are different
in rat and mice b-cells. The simulations have the potential to
investigate the differences between the species, which is left
for future research.
Long-term stimulation gives rise to a
third timescale
The in silico experiment of long-term stimulation of b-cells
with high levels of glucose has revealed three timescales of
b-cell electrophysiology:
1. Delay of K,V or K,Ca currents with respect to calcium
and sodium induced depolarizations (10–100 ms).
2. Slow increase in intracellular calcium level due to intense
buffering,whichkeeps the fractionof free calcium low (10 s).
3. Even slower modiﬁcations of intracellular sodium and po-
tassium levels (1–10 min) (2).
The third timescale was observed in measurements of
sodium concentrations in mouse pancreatic b-cells (40), and
may acquire a role in slow bursting (2).
Tiny inhibition of K,ATP currents by glucose
In the model the only effect of increased glucose levels is
inhibition of K,ATP conductance (8). The relevant inhibition
of conductance turns out to be a tiny effect on the currents,
which quickly is hidden by the increased K,ATP currents in
response to cell depolarization. This opens the possibility of
alternative effects of glucose via ATP metabolism. Several
channels and transporters rely on ATP concentrations and
may alter their activity in response to changed glucose levels.
Some might well initiate bursting as already established for
K,ATP. This might explain the recently observed insulin
secretion and calcium dynamics in islets of mice lacking
K,ATP activity (45).
Bursts are interrupted by sK,Ca, K,Ca, PMCA,
Ca,L inactivation, and the dynamic
reversal potential
Interruption of bursting only weakly relies on K,Ca currents
because of small activity at physiological calcium levels
(14,37). Instead, interruption is strongly related to PMCA
activity (2) and to sK,Ca currents (38,30). Interestingly, the
observation of longer bursts for overexpressed Na,K currents
suggests that also the slow increase of sodium is still sufﬁ-
cient to impact on burst interruption (2), even though the ef-
fect is small in this analysis of fast bursting. Ca,L inactivation,
interestingly, is rather independent of voltage and mostly
relies on the calcium level (34). Thus, Ca,L inactivation de-
pends on the slow variable calcium and directly impacts on
burst interruption. Mostly neglected in former research is the
impact of a dynamic calcium reversal potential (see Eq. 5)
that turns out to change the calcium currents by;8% during
a burst and has an effect on burst interruption. This result is
based on the average cytosolic calcium and might change
when calculating the reversal potential on the basis of cal-
cium concentrations near the calcium entry points at the mem-
brane in a space-resolved model.
The inactivation dynamics of Na,V channels and LVA
calcium channels Ca,T also modify burst interruption (46,47).
However, Ca,T channels turned out to be dispensable for
b-cell bursting. Their expression depends on the species:
whereas in mice they are absent, they are found in rats and
humans (16,48,17). In summary, burst interruption does not
rely on a single type of membrane proteins but on a con-
certed action of various factors that depend on a slow vari-
able. The delay-driven oscillation between Ca,L and K,V can
be disturbed by different currents.
Calcium driven potassium channels K,Ca can
drive oscillations
For the ﬁrst time it is postulated thatK,Ca can be an active part of
the bursting behavior as well. Thereby the unknown K,Ca
timescale of activation is relevant: if theK,Ca adapts faster to the
membrane potential (thus using a smaller tK,Ca) the currents get
out of phase and continuous spiking is inhibited. Therefore, the
measurement of tK,Ca is most important to learn about this
predicted functionality of K,Ca currents. According to the
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simulation results K,Ca acquires a major role for very large cal-
cium concentrationswhere, in parts, it takes over the role of K,V
in oscillations. Note that this is a direct consequence of the K,Ca
single protein properties, and that a corresponding role cannot be
attributed to sK,Ca channels. This is because K,Ca shows a
voltage-dependent regulation of the open probability whereas
sK,Ca does not and, thus, acts as a passive oscillator only.
Need for spatial resolution of the model
Even though most relevant characteristics of the cell could be
reproduced there are some deviations from experiment that
could not be explained by a space-averaged model. Most
prominent is the calcium concentration reached in the simu-
lations, which is about a factor 2 too high. The dynamics of
the membrane proteins in this bottom-up approach are not
subject to optimization. This implies that the average ionic
quantities in the simulation have to some extent correspond
to the quantities found near the membrane in real systems to
generate the same dynamics. The same reasoning explains
an overestimation of the reduction of potassium after bursts,
which leads to an exaggerated repolarization by ;10 mV in
the simulation. Also the dynamics of the reversal potential
might be altered in a space-resolved model.
Falsiﬁcation of the predictions of the simulation
An improved version of the simulation model has to be de-
veloped to see whether the predictions of the simulations and
the attributed roles of various membrane proteins for b-cell
electrical activity are robust. The improved model shall in-
clude the impact of intracellular calcium stores and explicitly
model the dynamics of ATP. As explained above the model
has to be spatially resolved. In addition, different protein ex-
pression proﬁles are found in mice, rats, and humans, which
shall be reﬂected in the model. Some of the presented in
silico experiments were not yet executed in real systems. The
simulation tool might serve as a guide for the design of very
focused and conclusive experiments. This is not restricted to
the proposed experiments. On the contrary the author wel-
comes the challenge of the simulation model with further
suggestions for experimental setups.
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